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This Tribal Progressions House Loops package takes you on a journey, cutting through Progressive Bass

Sounds, dicing with Techno Arpeggios, and flirting with Minimal Drum Loops; creating a unique blend of

current sounds, for resourceful producers of the future. With over 150 Combined Loops with a deep,

progressive, pounding feel, Tribal Progressions is also perfectly suited to Progressive, Minimal, Electro

House, Techno and Trance styles. Inside, you will find a distinguished array of pulsating bass loops,

intelligent drum loops, sparkling synth + chord loops, and ambient fx ready for the dancefloor. Tribal

Progressions is a compact production assistant, and comes fully equipped in crystal clear 24-bit audio. As

youve come to expect with Prime Loops releases; this sample pack is available in all the most popular

formats for todays music production platforms: Wav, Acid Loops, Rex2 Loops, Apple Loops, FL Studio,

Reason Refill, Ableton Live Pack, and many more. If you want get a feel for this sample pack, have a

listen to the audio demo; showcasing some of the content from this sample pack. This is only a small

taster of the content to be found inside. The loops themselves have an ambient, minimal, very

progressive feel, and are specifically designed to deliver the base inspiration to start a track, whenever

you want. Essentially, this up-to-the-moment download sample pack will provide you with a concise

cluster of exclusive and royalty free bass, beats and synths to inject into your dance productions. This is

the .wav edition. You can find this release in a large number of other special formats on our website

including: Ableton Live Pack (95mb) Acid Loops (120mb) Akai MPC (155mb) Apple Loops (120mb) FL

Studio (120mb) Garageband (120mb) Reason Refill (162mb) Rex2 Loops (82mb) WAV + REX2 (202mb)

and many, many more! primeloops.com
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